Dear Player/Parent(s),
Congratulations on being selected to join the developmental travel program of Evergreen Youth Soccer Club. We are confident that
this will be an enjoyable season for you and your family. It is important that you are fully aware of the commitments that EYSC is
making to you as well as the expectations and obligations that accepting the position offered require of you. I strongly recommend that
the following information be read carefully prior to signing. By signing below you acknowledge that you understand the expectations
as they relate to you and EYSC. .




















You have read and support the club playing philosophy as outlined in the tryout document
The only people allowed on the field for training and matches are the players and coaches.
Do not make training and/or matches stressful for your child. Remember ‘player development with enjoyable experiences
on the field’. The best thing you can do to support your child is to let them have free, relaxed play.
Coaches give their players specific instructions. Please do not attempt to coach from the touchline. If you want to coach
please contact EYSC Directors of Coaching as we are always on the lookout for qualified people.
On no account must you approach a coach on the field. If an issue arises please arrange an appointment with the coach so
you can both sit down and talk about it. Please do not contact EYSC Staff directly and undermine the position of a
coach. Follow the procedure. If you are not satisfied after this, then contact the Directors of the program, your Executive
Committee representative or Club President. Our coaches and directors are always willing to meet with you.
Any initial contact with the DOC will be referred back to the coach.
It is recommended that players be encouraged by parents to go and speak to their coach directly to resolve any
concerns.
Guest’ playing for another club is permitted under certain conditions but must be approved by DOC.
‘Guest’ playing within the club must be agreed by both coaches and be approved by DOC. We want players to have the
opportunity to train/play with other EYSC teams where appropriate for individual development
Being a club player requires that you take on more responsibility and show dedication. Therefore team training sessions
are mandatory, if your child plays a school sport we ask that they attend at least one EYSC practice per week. Players
should call, text or email their coach if they cannot make a session.
Injured players will attend training (barring bad weather) unless otherwise instructed from their coach.
In the event of a red card suspension a player will dress in uniform and attend games suspended from.
All players should arrive for training on time, early is better, dressed appropriately (with shin pads), with a ball of suitable
size (inflated) and a water bottle.
Shin pads (guards) are mandatory at all training sessions and matches. Players without shin pads cannot train or play
Parents are not permitted to select and take players to tournaments, including 3v3, without first being approved to do so
by the DOC
All tournament entry fees, league games, practice field rentals, field maintenance, Evergreen German club membership,
coach’s tournament expenses (ie.Gas and hotel) if applicable, EPYSA fees etc are included in your tuition. The only out of
pocket expense after tuition may be your travel costs associated with games and tournaments and your uniform. Players
are expected to attend all scheduled tournaments and games for their teams which will be outlined in the beginning of the
season. If there is a game tournament your child cannot attend please notify your coach as soon as you discover the
conflict. We need time to find a replacement for your child and to give proper notice and time for the covering player to
make their arrangements.
As a non-profit youth organization, we rely on our member’s support with our fundraising events. We will hold at least 2
but no more than 3 fundraisers per season unless there is a specific fundraising purpose like international travel should our
teams go overseas to play soccer.
Each player and parents must read and sign the EYSC Code of Ethics below and agree to abide by those requirements.

